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ABSTRACT

Heat generation and temperature of a

battery is usually presented by an

equation of current. This means that we

need to adopt time domain calculation

to obtain thermal characteristics of the

battery. To avoid the complicated

calculations using time domain, ‘state of charge (SOC)’ can be used as an independent variable. A SOC based calculation

method is elucidated through the comparison between the calculated results and experimental results together. Experiments

are carried for rapid resistive discharge of a large-capacitive lithium secondary battery to evaluate variations of cell poten-

tial, current and temperature. Calculations are performed based on open-circuit cell potential (SOC,T), internal resistance

(SOC,T) and entropy (SOC) with specific heat capacity.
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1. Introduction

The energy density of the lithium secondary bat-

tery is reaching ~300 Wh kg-1 to be ~8 times of lead-

acid battery. The charged lithium secondary battery

contains the solidified oxygen and the flammable

organic electrolyte. Therefore, a worth case may

cause an ignition [1-10]. In order to prevent thermal

runaway, it is necessary to understand thermo-elec-

tro-chemical characteristics. Which is important for

the operation of a large-capacity battery system con-

structed through series and parallel connections. The

resistive discharge could be counted as a case of

external short circuit situation of battery. Sudden

resistive discharge resulted inevitably heat generation

to increase temperature of battery. Generated heat

might be led to cell degradation, firing and explosion.

The resistive discharge of pouch type lithium ion

battery (15 Ah/cell) was studied to get temperature

increase to 386K with the external resistance of

0.562 mΩ [8]. The resistive discharge of 18650 type

lithium ion battery (2 Ah/cell) was also studied

through experiment and thermal modeling [11]

Pouch battery (10 Ah/cell) was experimentally stud-

ied in details by Kriston [12]. The resistive discharge

behavior of lithium ion batteries using experiment

and multi-physics modeling was also studied by Rhe-

infeld [13,14].

To understand the resistive discharge process, the

relationship between current, voltage, and tempera-

ture could be summarized as follows. The equivalent

circuit for explaining the resistive discharge of the
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battery could be composed of the connection of cell

potential, resistance of cell and resistance of external

circuit. It would be presented as Fig. 1. The relation-

ship between heat generation power and heat genera-

tion quantity of battery [10,15] is Eq. 1 and Eq. 2.

SOC (state of charge) is a function of current and

time as in Eq. 3. When SOC was changed at regular

intervals, ΔSOC would be a constant, and the relation-

ship between time and current for ΔSOC would be the

relationship between Eqs. 4 and 5.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

where, 

: heating power of battery

: heating power of battery by irreversible heating

: heating power of battery by reversible heating/cooling

: heat generation of battery

I: current (A), discharge (+), charge (-)

Voccp: open-circuit cell potential (V)

Vcccp: closed-circuit cell potential (V)

T: temperature of battery (K)

Ri: internal resistance of battery (ohm, Ω)

ΔS: specific entropy of battery (J/mol·K or Wh/mol·K)

F: Faraday’s constant (C/mol, Ah/mol) 

t: time of resistive discharge

q0: capacity of battery (Ah, 3600 coulomb (A·sec))

SOC: state of charge (dimensionless) 

ΔSOC: SOC interval for iterative calculation

The current is the difference between the open-cir-

cuit cell potential (Voccp) and the closed-circuit cell

potential (Vcccp) with respect to the internal resistance

(Ri)of battery as shown as Eq. 6. The heat generation

of battery would be expressed as a relationship

directly related to C-rate in the case of a constant cur-

rent by Eq. 7, and in the case of a variable current,

Eq. 8. Voccp, Ri, ΔS, Cp, and T were variables, which

were function relationships of SOC, temperature,

current, and resistance as shown in Eq. 9. Therefore,

evaluation of these functional relationships for the

cell is necessary. Voccp, Ri, ΔS, and T could be calcu-

lated for a small SOC variation, so iteration calcula-

tion could be performed by applying the result of the

(n-1)th step to the calculation of the nth step. The

total resistance was the sum of the internal resistance

of the battery and the external resistance. When Eq.

10 was connected to Eq. 6 and the equivalent circuit

in Fig. 1, it was related to Eq. 11. Cp fluctuated some-

what depending on SOC, but it was sufficient to see it

as a constant. Based on Eq. 8, it is possible to itera-

tively calculate the change of current, cell potential

and temperature according to the change of time or

SOC by linking Eq. 5 and Eq. 11. Applying the initial

conditions of battery capacity, initial temperature, ini-

tial SOC, final SOC, external resistance, and Cp, iter-

ative calculation could be performed by concurrently

linking the functional relationship of Voccp, Ri, and ΔS

according to temperature and SOC.

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
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Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit for resistive discharge of battery.

Vbattery : cell potential of battery, Rbattery : internal resistance

of battery, Rwire : wiring resistance of resistive discharge

and Rexternal : external resistance of wiring
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(10)

(11)

Where, 

Subscript n-1 and n: the initial state and the calculated

state of iterative calculation

Subscript i, w and l: internal, wiring and load (external)

Tn-1: initial temperature before each iteration step (K)

Tn: final temperature after each iteration step (K)

T: Average temperature of Tn and Tn-1 or to be Tn-1 as

the narrow dividing

Ti initial temperature before the resistive discharge (K)

Tf: final temperature after the resistive discharge (K)

M: mass of battery (g)

Cp: specific heat capacity of battery (J/g·K or Wh/g·K)

C: C-rate (h-1), discharge (+), charge (-)

Rw: resistance of wiring (Ω)

Rl: resistance of external load (Ω)

Rtotal: resistance of battery and load (Ω)

Rinternal + Rexternal (Rwire+Rload)

dSOC: differential SOC.

In this study, the rapid resistive discharge was

tested to obtain relevant thermochemical informa-

tion, and the obtained thermochemical characteris-

tics were simulated by applying thermo-electro-

chemical modeling to analyze the results to confirm

the validity of the model and to provide some exam-

ple of extended application.

2. Experimental

A graphite/NCM lithium ion battery (graphite/Li(Ni-

Co-Mn)O2; ca. 2 kg; 170(l) × 45(w) × 125(h) mm3) was

used herein prepared for R&D.

2.1 Charged batteries

Batteries for the resistive discharge were checked

the behavior of charge-discharge after then fully

charged again. Batteries were charged to using the

galvanostatic condition of the current of 47 A/cell to

the voltage of 4.15 V and were continued with the

potentiostatic condition of cell potential of 4.15 V

until the current of 4.7 A. The discharge was per-

formed using the galvanostatic condition of the cur-

rent of 47 A/cell to the voltage of 2.70 V. A machine

of Model PSC120(120 V, 100 A, PNESOLUTION

Co., Ltd.) was used.

2.2 Resistive discharge

The resistive discharge was performed using an

equipment (JM System Co., Ltd., Korea) built in

2017 at KERI. This equipment employed an elec-

tronic switching system to get the switching speed

less than 1 μs. The external resistance for rapid resis-

tive discharge was composed as variable 8-step type

as 0 mΩ, 2 mΩ, 5 mΩ, 10 mΩ, 15 mΩ, 20 mΩ,

25 mΩ, and 80 mΩ. The accuracy of resistance was

+0% and -10%. The maximum input voltage was

500 V. The voltage range was composed as 5 ranges

to be 5 V, 50 V, 100 V, 200 V, and 500 V with the

accuracy of voltage of ±1%. The maximum current

of the resistive discharge was 50,000 A. The current

range was composed as 4 ranges to be 1,000 A,

5,000 A, 10,000 A, and 50,000 A to be the accuracy

of current of ±0.5%. The measurable temperature

range was from room temperature to 1,273 K with

the thermocouple of K type (Ni-Cr/Ni-Al). Accuracy

of temperature was ±0.5 K. The maximum data

acquisition rate was 200,000/s. The data acquisition

used a time interval of 0.001 sec was used. The con-

struction scheme of the equipment was shown as Fig.

2. 

DAS for temperature measurement was config-

ured by KEYSIGHT Technologies’ equipment and

programs. The data logger with LXI Data Acquisi-

tion (34972A), the switch unit of  Multif lex

(34901A), and the control software of Benchvue

were used. In the measurement, the DAS data acqui-

sition used a time interval of 0.001 sec for the exter-

nal resistance of 0.91 mΩ and 2.91 mΩ, and 0.5 sec

for 5.91 mΩ. Fully charged batteries were subjected

to the resistive discharge tests. A thermocouple of J

type (Fe/Cu-Ni) was used to measure the temperature

variation of battery as attached to the center of x-z

plane of battery surface assigned as center position

(0.5, 0, 0.5). For the coordination of thermocouple,

the length-direction was from the positive terminal

side to the negative terminal side in (+) x direction,

the width-direction was symmetrical to be the y

direction, and the height-direction was from the far

side of the electrode terminal to the electrode termi-

nal in the (+) z direction. The resistance of wiring

was varied slightly for each test turn because of re-

connection as test by test. In this experiment, in order

to reduce the fastening resistance of the terminal con-

nection of battery, laser welding was performed on

the positive and the negative electrode terminals

Rtotal Rinternal Rexternal+ Ri Rw Rl+( )+= =

I
Voccp Vcccp–

Ri

--------------------------------
Voccp

Ri Rw Rl+ +
-------------------------------

Vcccp

Rl Rw+
-------------------= = =
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Fig. 2. Apparatus for resistive discharge of batteries. (a) configuration and (b) resister configuration. 
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using a thick Ni metal plate. The circuit of a resistive

discharge test was tightly connected to the laser-

welded Ni metal plate of battery. The wiring resis-

tance including extended Ni-plate terminals was 0.91

mΩ. On the other hand, in the case of direct connect-

ing using a bolt/nut without laser-welded Ni-tap, the

wiring resistance was 2.25 mΩ.

2.3 Modeling on resistive discharge

For the functional relationship of Cp, ΔS, Voccp, and

Ri used in modeling, published results [16] of an iter-

ative electro-thermo-chemical modeling (IETCM)

calculation program was used. The fractionation

number of SOC was used as 1,000 dividing. 

As shown in the introduction, the general expres-

sion of non-galvanostatic conditions was applied to

simulate the resistive discharge. The resistive dis-

charge is a sudden discharge reaction, which is close

to a quasi-adiabatic state because of the difficulty of

the heat dissipation.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Charged batteries

Typical charge-discharge profile was depicted as

Fig. 3. The battery used for each resistive discharge

test was a graphite/Li(Ni-Co-Mn)O2 lithium second-

ary battery, which weighed as 2 kg, and had a capac-

ity of about 90 Ah when charging the cell potential to

4.15 V. The charge and discharge capacity of the bat-

tery used for each resistive discharge test were shown

as Table 1.

3.2 Resistive discharge with along total external

resistance of 0.91 mΩ 

The results of the resistive discharge as the varia-

tions of cell potential, current, and temperature under

the total external resistance of 0.91 mΩ composed by

the additional external resistive load of 0 mΩ and the

line resistance of 0.91 mΩ was shown at Fig. 4.

The cell potential before the resistive discharge of

the fully charged battery was 4.09 V, and the tempera-

ture was 294 K. The maximum resistive discharge cur-

rent was 1,634 A, which appeared at 0.174 seconds, and

the cell potential was 1.57 V. Over time, the current

gradually decreased, and after 9 seconds, the current

Fig. 3. Typical charge-discharge profile for test battery.

Table 1. Charge-discharge capacities of batteries to be

used for resistive discharge

Pre-measured 

external resistance (mΩ)

1st 

charge

1st 

discharge

2nd 

charge

0.91 90.76 91.82 92.04

2.91 90.42 90.46 89.98

5.91 90.64 91.57 91.65

Fig. 4. Cell potential, current and temperature variations during the resistive discharge with external resistance of 0.91 mΩ.

(a) normal time scale and (b) logarithmic time scale.
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showed 1,250 A, and suddenly the current decreased to

0 A and the voltage could not be measured.

This sudden failure was the result of disconnection

of resistive discharge circuit due to the operation of a

current limiting device. At this time, the temperature

of center position of the vertical x-z surface

(0.5,0,0.5) was about 295 K. The maximum tempera-

ture was reached to 310.8 K at 68 seconds after the

operation of current limiter.

The position (0.174,0,0.778, adjacent to the positive

terminal) and the position (0.826,0,0.778, adjacent to

the negative terminal) did not show a significant tem-

perature variation before and after the resistive dis-

charge. The temperature increase of the position

(0.162,0,0.222, far from the positive terminal) and

the position (0.838,0,0.222, far from the negative ter-

minal) were insensitive compared to center position.

The variations of cell potential, current and tempera-

ture during the resistive discharge were presented as

normal time scale (Fig. 4a) and logarithmic time

scale (Fig. 4b), and summarized as Table 2. The max-

imum values of current and temperature were marked

as bold character. The maximum current was mea-

sured as 1.634 kA at the time of 0.174 seconds to be

the first acquired data. The maximum temperature of

center position was 310.8 K. Time delay between the

Table 2. Variations of cell potential, current and temperature during resistive discharge with the initial external resistance of

0.91 mΩ

Time

 (sec)

Cell potential 

(V)

Current 

(A)

Temperature of position (K)

Center (0.174,0,0.778) (0.826,0,0.778) (0.162,0,0.222) (0.838,0,0.222)

0 4.09 0 294.0 291.3 292.0 293.5 294.5

0.174 1.57 1,634 - - - - -

0.5 1.54 1,609 293.3 291.8 291.6 294.1 294.6

9.00 1.28 1,165 294.9 292.1 291.0 294.9 294.8

9.01 ~0 n.a. - - - - -

9.5 ~0 n.a. 295.5 291.0 291.6 294.6 294.9

46 ~0 n.a. 308.6 292.4 291.9 303.3 299.6

65 ~0 n.a. 310.1 291.0 292.4 305.2 300.6

68 ~0 n.a. 310.8 291.0 292.3 303.8 301.7

128 ~0 n.a. 307.6 291.4 291.4 305.9 303.0

185 ~0 n.a. 305.8 291.4 290.8 303.9 304.2

*maximum values were marked as bold character

Fig. 5. Cell potential, current and temperature variations during the resistive discharge with external resistance of 2.91 mΩ.

(a) normal time scale and (b) logarithmic time scale.
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maximum current and the maximum temperature was

induced by slow rate of heat diffusion.

3.3 Resistive discharge with along total external

resistance of 2.91 mΩ 

As a result of resistive discharge with 2.91 mΩ,

which is the sum of the external resistance of 2 mΩ

and the line resistance of 0.91 mΩ, the variations in

current, voltage and temperature were shown in Fig.

5 and Table 3. The maximum current was 940 A at 1

mili-seconds as the initially acquired value and

decreased with time. The current rapidly decreased to

6 mili-seconds, and then gradually decreased to 60

seconds, and then decreased rapidly. The cell poten-

tial increased continuously after a sudden decrease at

the initial state and appeared as 2.89(5) V at 11 mili-

seconds. Thereafter the cell potential was decreased

continuously with similar tendency to the current

decreasing. The initial increase in cell potential was a

result of the decrease in the resistance of the battery

electrolyte due to Joule heating of battery. When

interpreted as a tendency that the current decreases

while the cell potential increases, the overall resis-

tance of the circuit was increased during the initial 6

mili-seconds. Before the resistive discharge, the total

external resistance including the electric wire was

2.91 mΩ. But due to the application of the current

according to the resistive discharge, Joule heating

was also occurred in the external resistor to increase

temperature, and the resistance of the external resis-

tor could be increased due to the rise of temperature. 

The temperature of center position (0.5,0,0.5) of

battery was increased linearly from the initial tem-

perature of 293.15 K to 368.75 K until ca. 600 sec-

onds, a maximum temperature was 368.75 K.

Although the discharge power according to the resis-

tive discharge was exhausted at around 400 seconds,

the maximum temperature was appeared in the range

of 560 seconds to show time delay, which was

induced by the heat conduction from the inside to the

case surface of the battery.

Table 3. Variations of cell potential, current and temperature

during resistive discharge with the initial external resistance of

2.91 mΩ

Time 

(sec)

Cell potential 

(V)

Current 

(A)

Temperature of 

center position (K)

0 4.08 0.0026 293.55

0.001 2.41 940 292.35

0.006 2.88 775 292.35

0.011 2.89(5) 773 292.35

60 2.49 745 302.55

330 2.34 585 345.85

400 0.89 79 354.75

495 0.614 0.0124 362.25

541 0.587 - 365.95

548 0.584 - 366.05

601 0.567 - 368.75

645 0.553 - 366.75

665 0.548 - 364.45

*maximum values were marked as bold character

Fig. 6. Cell potential, current and temperature variations during the resistive discharge with external resistance of 5.91 mΩ.

(a) normal time scale and (b) logarithmic time scale.
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3.4 Resistive discharge with along total external

resistance of 5.91 mΩ

The result of the resistive discharge with the total

external resistance of 5.91 mΩ as the sum of the

external resistance of 5 mΩ and the wiring resistance

of 0.91 mΩ was shown at Fig. 6 and Table 4. A trend

of the time delay of temperature against current and

cell potential was similar to that of the total external

resistance of 2.91 mΩ. At the first measurement at 1

mili-second, a maximum current was recorded as

735 A with cell potential of 2.79 V. The peak cell

potential after resistive discharge was 3.35 V at 9

mili-seconds with the current of 463 A. The plateau

region of current and cell potential was endured up to

600 seconds, and then fell down rapidly. Current

decay pattern was somewhat similar to constant cur-

rent. Therefore, the plateau and sudden drop of cell

potential could be considered as a pattern of constant

current discharge. The highest temperature of center

position (0.5,0,0.5) was 340.1 K at 1,035 seconds.

3.5 Summary on resistive discharge

The results according to the total resistance of

resistive discharge were summarized as shown in

Fig. 7 and Table 5. The total circuit resistance was

appeared to increase linearly against the time prog-

ress. The initial time of resistive discharge was set to

Table 4. Variations of cell potential, current and temperature

during resistance with the initial external resistance of 5.91 mΩ

Time

(sec)

Cell potential 

(V)

Current

(A)

Temperature of

 center position (K)

0 4.09 0 292.51

0.001 2.79 735 -

0.005 3.33 483 -

0.009 3.35 463 -

0.5 3.33 456 291.72

1 3.32 456 291.56

615 2.34 301 327.34

860 0.57 0.003 335.70

879 0.56 0.003 335.98

1035 ~0 ~0 340.10

1049 ~0 ~0 338.55

1056 ~0 ~0 338.71

*maximum values were marked as bold character

Fig. 7. Resistance variation during the resistive discharge with external resistance of (a) 0.91, (b) 2.91, and (c) 5.91 mΩ.
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the initial of sudden variation of cell potential with

short circuit to external resister. In the case of the

external resistance of 0.91 mΩ, the total resistance of

0.949 mΩ at the initial resistive discharge time of 0.8

seconds was increased by 8.5% to be 1.03 mΩ after 9

seconds. In the case of resistive discharge of 2.91 mΩ

and 5.91 mΩ, the total resistance increases of 5.7%

and 7.3%, respectively.

The results of resistive discharge with total resis-

tance of 0.91, 2.91, and 5.91 mΩ was summarized as

Table 6. The variation of SOC level through the resis-

tive discharge was from 1 of SOC as fully charged to

0 of SOC as fully discharged. 

3.6 Modeling on resistive discharge

The resistive discharge is a rapid discharge reac-

tion, which is close to an adiabatic state to be a quasi-

adiabatic state. The battery used in this study was

similar one used by Doh et al. [18] in the galvanos-

tatic charge-discharge analysis, and the capacity of

battery was somewhat different. Accordingly, the

relationship of the variations in the entropy, specific

heat capacity, internal resistance, and open circuit cell

potential of that report [18] can also be used to the

electro-thermo-chemical modeling of the resistive

discharge. The relationship between the voltage and

the temperature of the battery for the galvanostatic

charge-discharge was as Eq. 7 [18]. The electro-

thermo-chemical modeling for the non-galvanostatic

condition to be the resistive discharge could be per-

formed by applying Eq. 8. 

The calculated results of resistive discharge with a

total external resistance of 2.91 mΩ was presented as

Table 7 and Fig. 8. The four cases according to the

consideration on the variations of the internal resis-

tance and the entropy of the battery were considered

separately to be the results of Figs. 8a-8d. Comparing

the maximum temperature of the experimental result

of 368.75 K (Table 3), the maximum temperature of

resistive discharge modeling by applying the varia-

tions of internal resistance of battery with and with-

out entropy changes was 383.6 K and 380.0 K,

respectively. When the internal resistance of the battery

was fixed to the initial value, the maximum temperature

of resistive discharge modeling was calculated to be

534 K to 540 K. The resistive discharge had a little

Table 5. Increase of external resistance during resistive discharge

Pre-measured external 

resistance (mΩ)

Resistive discharge 

time (sec)

Resistance

(mΩ)

Resistive discharge 

time (sec)

Resistance

(mΩ)

Resistance 

increase (%)

0.91 0.8 0.949 9 1.03 8.5

2.91 3.34 3.649 325 3.859 5.7

5.91 17.18 7.067 600 7.586 7.3

Table 6. Summary of resistive discharge test1)

Characteristics External resistance

Applied total external resistance (mΩ) 0.91 2.91 5.91

Applied external resistance (mΩ) 0 2 5

Wiring resistance (mΩ) 0.91 0.91 0.91

Open-circuit cell potential (V) 4.09 4.09 4.09

Cell potential for plateau region (V) 1.57- 2.50-2.22 3.08-2.63

Resistive discharge current for plateau region (A) 1631- 660-552 418-344

Time of plateau region for cell potential and current (s) 0.2-? 50-340 80-590

Initial temperature (K) 293.15 293.15 293.15

Final temperature (K) 310.775 368.785 340.1

Temperature increase (ΔK) 17.625 75.635 46.95

1)the maximum temperature at center position (0.5,0,0.5, surface of x-z plane) of battery.

→

→

→
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Table 7. Modeling conditions considering internal resistance and entropy for the external resistance of 2.91 mΩ

Modeling condition Internal resistance Entropy Tfinal (K) Imax (A) VCCCP,ave.,plateau (V) Remark

1 f(T,SOC) f(SOC) 383.6 1020 2.78 Fig. 8a

2 Constant as initial f(SOC) 539.8 1099 2.77 Fig. 8b

3 f(T,SOC) 0 380.0 1019 2.76 Fig. 8c

4 Constant as initial 0 534.0 1097 2.80 Fig. 8d

Fig. 8. Electro-thermo-chemical modeling results for the initial external resistance of 2.91 mΩ at the temperature of

293.55 K. (a) considering variations of internal resistance and entropy. (b) considering variations of internal resistance and

neglecting entropy variation. (c) fixed internal resistance as initial and considering entropy variation. (d) fixed internal

resistance as initial and neglecting entropy variation. (e) cell potential and current of experiment and modeling. (f) cell

temperature of experiment and modeling.
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influence on the entropy because a large current

flowed, and showed a very large temperature differ-

ence depending on whether the variation of internal

resistance of battery was considered. In the experi-

mental results, when the cell potential decreased

below 1 V, it took about 390 seconds, and in model-

ing, it was 398 seconds to be a good correspondence.

The modeling results of the resistive discharge with a

total external resistance to 5.91 mΩ was shown at Table

8 and Fig. 9. Comparing the maximum temperature of

the experimental result of 340.1 K (Table 4), the maxi-

mum temperature of resistive discharge modeling by

applying the variations of internal resistance of battery

with and without entropy changes was 357.7 K and

Fig. 9. Electro-thermo-chemical modeling results for the initial external resistance of 5.91 mΩ at the temperature of

291.55 K. (a) considering variations of internal resistance and entropy. (b) considering variations of internal resistance and

neglecting entropy variation. (c) fixed internal resistance as initial and considering entropy variation. and (d) fixed internal

resistance as initial and neglecting entropy variation. (e) cell potential and current of experiment and modeling. (f) cell

temperature of experiment and modeling.
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354.5 K, respectively. When the internal resistance of

the battery was fixed to the initial value, the maxi-

mum temperature of resistive discharge modeling

was calculated to be about 438.0 K ~ 443.0 K. In the

experimental results, when the voltage decreased to

1 V, it took about 700 seconds, and in modeling, it

was 640 seconds.

In the fixed case of the internal resistance as the

initial value in the electro-thermo-chemical model-

ing for the above two external resistances, it was

found that it is very important to consider the change

in the internal resistance by showing a large differ-

ence from the experimental results.

Contributions with or without the application of an

entropy changes was a little under the conditions of this

resistive discharge. A reason is that in the resistive dis-

charge environment, the contribution of heat generation

via Joule heating is significantly increased, and the heat

contribution of the entropy is relatively low. There-

fore, it is considered that the contribution of the

entropy is negligible in the electro-thermo-chemical

model calculation for the rapid discharge environ-

ment such as the resistive discharge. Variations in

current and cell potential were appeared delicate in

modeling, but slowly in experiments. In the case of

the experiment, the cell potential and the current has

Table 8. Modeling conditions considering internal resistance and entropy for the external resistance of 5.91 mΩ

Modeling condition Internal resistance Entropy Tfinal (K) Imax (A) VCCCP,ave.,plateau (V) Remark

1 f(T,SOC) f(SOC) 357.9 373 3.11 Fig. 9a

2 Constant as initial f(SOC) 443.0 586 3.17 Fig. 9b

3 f(T,SOC) 0 354.5 572 3.11 Fig. 9c

4 Constant as initial 0 438.0 585 3.17 Fig. 9d

Fig. 10. Calculated temperature variations during the resistive discharge of batteries through electro-thermo-chemical

modeling. (a) SOC (1→0), 291.15 K, (b) SOC (1→0), 308.15 K, (c) SOC (0.5→0), 308.15 K, and (d) SOC (0.5→0),

291.15 K.
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Fig. 11. Calculated cell potential and current variations during the resistive discharge of batteries through electro-thermo-

chemical modeling. (a) SOC (1→0), 291.15 K, (a1) cell potential, (a2) current; (b) SOC (1→0), 308.15 K, (b1) cell

potential, (b2) current; (c) SOC (0.5→0), 308.15 K, (c1) cell potential, (c2) current; (d) SOC (0.5→0), 291.15 K, and (d1)

cell potential, (d2) current.
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trode, and accordingly, the average results of the cell

potential and the current were measured to be shown

as a smooth result. As described above, when consid-

ering the change of entropy, internal resistance, and

open circuit potential according to the change of

SOC, the temperature variation of modeling was bet-

ter matched with the experimental result. Results of

the resistive discharge with an external resistance of

2.91 and 5.91 mΩ were plotted as Fig. 8(e,f) and Fig.

9(e,f) with experiment and modeling together. Cell

potential and current of modeling had swaying pat-

tern by the adoption of an assumption of that all elec-

trochemically active material will take the reaction

concurrently. Anyways at real battery reaction, every

electrochemically active material has different elec-

trochemical environments to be appeared their own

chemical potential. Therefore, cell potential and cur-

rent of experiment would be measured as an average

value to be flatly changed. Discrepancy on average

cell potential and current might be caused by errors

of data measuring equipment and modeling method

together. Modeling was carried out with/without

adoption of entropy term and variable internal resis-

tance term to be 4 cases. Cell potential and current

changing pattern were not so seriously varied, but

cell temperature was far differently changed with/

without the variation of internal resistance. Model-

ing with the modulation of cell internal resistance as

a function of SOC and cell temperature had good cor-

respondence to experimental result.

3.7 Extension of Electro-Thermo-chemical model-

ing to unknown resistive discharge conditions

This electro-thermo-chemical modeling could be

applied to predict the resistive discharge of unknown

conditions. Substantial resistive discharge could be

occurred at various charge states and temperatures.

As an example of a typical resistive discharge, we

would like to show the modeling result of resistive

discharge from SOC 100% and 50% to SOC 0%. A

battery of SOC 100% was charged to cell potential of

4.15 V to have the capacity of 90 Ah. The resistance

of resistive discharge was modeled by applying

0 mΩ, 2 mΩ, 10 mΩ, 50 mΩ, and 250 mΩ with a

Fig. 12. Calculated temperature variations during the resistive discharge of batteries through electro-thermo-chemical

modeling. (a) SOC (1→0), (b) SOC (0.9→0), (c) SOC (0.8→0), and (d) SOC (0.5→0).
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wiring resistance of 0.91 mΩ. The calculated results

of the variations in temperature, cell potential and

current for the initial temperature of 291.15 K and

308.15 K were presented as Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The

maximum current, the maximum temperature, and

resistive discharge time for 20 different conditions by

4 initial conditions and 5 different external resis-

tances were summarized at Table 9. When a battery

was resistively discharged from the initial SOC of

100% to the initial SOC of 0% with the external

resistance of 0.91 mΩ and the initial temperature of

291.15 K, the maximum current and the maximum

temperature were calculated as 2,241 A and 439.15 K,

and the time durations was calculated as 219 seconds.

For the resistive discharge with conditions of the ini-

tial temperature of 263.15 K, 273.15 K, 291.15 K,

308.15 K and 323.15 K, the initial SOC of 1, 0.9, 0.8,

and 0.5, and the external resistance of 0.91 mΩ,

2.91 mΩ, 10.91 mΩ, 50.91 mΩ, and 250.91 mΩ, the

maximum temperature to be the final temperature

was drawn as Fig. 12 to show a linear relationship

with the log-scale of external resistance. In this way,

the application of the electro-thermo-chemical mod-

eling could applied to predict the behaviors of the cell

potential, current, and temperature over time of the

resistive discharge for various conditions.

4. Conclusions

The properties of the resistive discharge of a lith-

ium ion battery with a capacity of 90 Ah were evalu-

ated. For the electro-thermo-chemical modeling of

resistive discharge, the relationship of the variation in

cell potential, current and temperature were cor-

related as function of SOC. An iterative calculation

program was developed to solve the electro-thermo-

chemical modeling of resistive discharge based on

SOC. The iteratively calculated results were com-

pared to the experimental results to have a good cor-

respondence. For the unknown resistive discharge

condition, this electro-thermo-chemical modeling

could be applied to predict the variation of cell poten-

tial, current and temperature.
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